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® Secondary Level
English Proficiency
Test

The SLEP4 (Secondroy Level English Proficiency) test is a measure of
ability in two primary areas: understanding spoken English and understand-
ing written English. It is designed for use with students entering grades seven
through twelve whose native language is other than English.

Previously offered on a limited basis at test centers established by Educa-
tional Testing Service (ETS1), SLEP is now available to secondaly schools and
community colleges worldwide. This program enables schools to purchase the
test, administer it to their own applicants and students, and score it locally.

Purpose and Use of the Test

A basic assumption underlying the SLEP test is that language ability is a critical
factor in determining the degree to which secondaly students can benefi I from
instruction: to succeed, they must be able to understand what is being said (by
both teachers and fellow students) and to understand both formal and infor-
mal material written in English. SLEP is not an aptitude test or a measure of
academic achievemtnt; nor can it provide information about the various social
and psychological factors that along with language ability must be consid-
ered in making admissions and placement decisions. However, the results of
the test can be veiy helpful in making placement decisions related to the
following:

assignment to English-as-a-second-langume (ESL) classes
placement in a mainstream English-medium program
exemption from a bilingual program
exit fium an ESL program

Because schools using the SLEP test can administer tlw test when they
choose and have the results immediately, such placement decisions can
made easily at any time of the year. Also, since the SLEP scale is sensitive to
small gains in language skills, the test is useful for program evaluation pur-
poses,

Development and Description

MIT is a norm-referenced test containing 150 muhiple-ultoice questions of
eight different types. As a norm-referenced test, it provides users with the
opportunity to compare student results with those of mher students in similar
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situations. Interpretive data provided with the test materials permit compari-
sons by categories such as age, grade, and language background (also see
"Technical Data" on page 5).

Ole multiple-choice format was chosen primarily to ensure reliability of
results through standardization of administrations and to eliminate reliance
on the subjective judgments of raters.

The SLEP test was developed by staff at Educational Testing Service with the
assistance and cooperation of a committee of examiners composed of sec-
ondary school teachers of English as a second language. The first task in
designing the test was to select the overall specifications and types of questions
to be used. Of the many types considered, eight were chosen, four for each
section of the test.

The four types of questions selected for Section 1 of the test all use recorded
samples of spoken English to test listening comprehmtsion and do not rely
heavily on written nmterial. Two of them use no written material at all. The four
types of questions in Section 2, which measures vocabulary, grammar, and
overall reading comprehension, are based on written or visual materials.
(Descriptions and samples of the eight types of questions are on pages 7171

The choice of material for the SLEP test was based on an analysis of actual
materials designed for use in grades 7-12. When choosing the context for some
questions, particularly the conversations used in the listening comprehension
section, every effort wasand ismade to use situations typical of those
encountered by students in American secondaiy schools.

A total of almost 1,500 questions were written and reviewed by ETS l(st
development staff and the secondaiy school ESL specialists. Prior to final
assembly of the test, the qt.: stions were extensively pretested. Various combi-
nations of questions were administered to more than 0,000 secondaly school
students in the United States and a number of reign countries. (The majority
of those tested abroad had studied English as a school subject tbr at least one
year.) Only those questions meeting rigid requirements for lewls of difficulty
and discrimination were accepted for use in final editions of the test.

Experience with SLEP

SEEP was administered twice in 1980 at test centers througlmut the world, witli
data from these administrat ions providing initial infirmation about the statisti-
cal characteristics of the test. To gather data specific* about limited higlish
speakers, the test was also admiMstered to almost 2,000 students at more than
50 secondaty schools in the United States during the 1980-81 school year. By
combining test data witl Aformation about individual studein characttristics,
nonits were established for separate categories of students. Thus, it is possible
to use tIm test results to determine how the performance of individual students
on each section of the test compares with that of students with similar charac-
teristics. Complete information about in temreting SLEP results is included in
the manual that accompanies the test materials.
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Technical Data

The special datacollection project described above and the resulting norms
provide basic support for the validity of the SLEP test. Analyses from these
administrations have yielded separate norms for students who have been
enrolled in ESL, bilingual, or mainstream classes, Other analyses from this
project have confirmed that the test discriminates among students based on
the length of time they have studied English. Those who have had longer
periods of English instruction regularly score higher on both sections of the
test. Subsequent studies have confirmed that SLEP also differentiates between
native and nonnative speakers. Average scores of both groups at dffrerent trade
levels are shown in the SLEP Test Manual.

The reliability of SLEP has been determined using the Kuder-Richardson
formula (20). Reliability coefficients have been computed as .94 for the first
section, .93 for the second, and .96 for the total test.

Administering SLEP

The SLEP test can be administered in its entirety or in two separate sessi ms, to
individuals or to groups. The time required for the entire test is appmxii riately
85 minutes (just under 40 minutes for Section 1 and 45 minutes for Section 2).
This includes time for students to do the practice questions that are provided
for every type of question. For both sections of the test the stu(Ients use a test
book and mark their answers on a separate answer sheet. Answers indicated by
the examinee on the cover sheet of the three-ply set are automatically regis-
tered on tile second and third sheets lalso see description of the new dwee-ply
answer sheet below),

Materials Provided by the SLEP Program

The SLEP test is scored by the athniiiistering institution, which retains the test
materials; EN does not oiler a scorinl service. A separate basic test material
package is available for Form 1, Form 2, and Forin 3. Each package contains 2(1
test books, 100 answer sheets, 1 SI,EP Test Nkinual with instructions kw admin-
isteling the test and interKeting the results, and 1 cassette [wording of Me
listening comprehension questions 'institutions must provide their own
recorders),

The answer slmets included in the basic test materials package are printed ill
three-ply sets. The first ply provides the four-choice answer response ovals to
be used by tne examinees to mark their answer choices. The second and third
plies contain only ttw ovals for the correct responses. The three copies allow for
multiple records of an examinee's perfomance: tor example, one copy of the
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answer sheet may be kept by the teacher, one by the guidance counselor, and
one in the student's permanent records.

After administering the test, the teacher removes the first ply of the answer
sheet set. The answer indicated by an examinee on the first ply automatically
registers on the second and third plies. Thus, the teacher can simply count the
number of marks that coincide with the preprinted correct response pattern to
determine the examinee's raw score.

Each of the items in the basic package can also be ordered separately. See
page 17 for price information.

Confidentiality of Scores

Scores obtained by persons taking the Secondaty Level English Proficiency test
should be released by the institution administering the test only with the
informed consent of the individuals. Under federal privacy legislation, institu-
tions must maintain the confidentiality of data, such as test scores, about an
individual and must restrict access to such data to authoriwd individuals.
Summaly data or combined data for groups of examinees should be released
with discretion and only for the purpose intended.

Parallel Forms

Currently, three fonns of SLEP (Form 1, Form 2, and Form 31 are available. They
were all constructed from the same pool of pretested questions according to
written specifications; thus, the fonns are parallel in format and content. In
addition, raw scores on each form have been statistically equated and placed
on a common scale. This procedure comptmsates kw inevitable differences in
difficulty from fonn to form and ensures that scores are conmarable across
alternate forms of the test. SLEP is the only secondary school level test of
English for nonnative speakers available throughout North America that pro-
sides for the equating of scores to a conmion scale The availahility of alternate
forms makes SLEP particularly suitable for use as both a placemeffi test and exit
test as well as for program evaluation purpe:ses.

Ordering Information

Each order for SLEP testing materials must 1w sulmlitted on a SLEP Order Form
(included with this brochure!) and sent to the addn!ss on the reverse side uftlw
form. It must be received at ETS at least four weeks before the requested
delivery date.

To ensure prompt and accurate filling and delivery ()foreleg's, all infOnnation
requested on die onfer fiwm must be provided. An incomplete or unsigned
order form will not be processed and will be returned to the sender.
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Fees, Return Polley

The prices in this announcement (see price list on page 17) are current as of
July 1990; they are subject to change without notice.

To order SLEP materials, an official purchase order, or a check in the amount
of the total order, must accompany the SLEP Order Form. Checks should be
made payable to Educational Testing Service /SLEP Program. If a purchase
order is submitted, the purchase order number must be entered on the SLEP
Order Form.

ETS will pay shipping charges for shipments sent to the United States,
Mexico, and APO and FPO addresses, if the orders are received within four
weeks of the requested delivery dates. Extraordinary shipping charges neces-
sary to meet requested delivery dates for orders received later will be billed to
the institutions. A 20 percent surcharge to cover handling and shipping costS
will be added to all shipments sent to overseas addresses.

There will be no refund of fees paid for SLEP materials that are returned to
ETS. However, if an item is found to be defective upon receipt, it should be
returned with a letter describing the defect The defective item will be replaced
free of charge.

Important Note: Educational Testing Semice adheres to the American Psycho-
logical Association Ethical Code, which restricts the release of tests and other
diagnostic aids to approved institutions and agencies.

The SUP test is designed primarily for use by accredited secondary educa-
tion institutions. However, the SLEP program office will approve purchase and
use of the testing materials by postsecondary institutions, training agencies,
educational consultants, and others engaged in legitimate testing activities.
ETS reserves the right to accept or reject orders for SLEP testing materials in
whole or in part.

All SLEP testing materials are copyrighted by Educational Testing Sewice
and may not be reproduced in any way without the consent of ETS.

Sample SLEP Questions

Section 1

The first section of the SLEP test measures ability to understaml spoken
English and is 35-40 minutes long. It is divided into four parts, with WI'
different types of questions.

Part A

For the first tyjw of question, the student must match one of four !worded
sentences with a picture in the test hook. The senteiwes am spoken only Once
and are not printed in the test book. This part contains items dealing with
correct recognition of minimal pair contrasts, junctum, stress, sound clusters,
tense, voice, prepositions, and vocabulary.



Sample Questions

Note: Pictures are for illustrative purposes 1.

only. Actual pictures and drawings in the test
booklet are two to four times larger than sam-
ple pictures in this brochure.

1. On tape:
Look at the picture marked 1.

On tape:
(A) There is an arrow in the sky.
WI The building has a tall tower.
(C) The judge is bowing his head.
(I)) There is a toy in front of the building.

2. On tape:
Look at the picture marked 2.

On tape:
(A) The bird is standing on top of the pole.
(13) The bird is flying over the ferny:.
In The bird is digging in the sand.
MI The bird is eating Ow grass.

3. On tape:
I.00k at the picture marked 3.

On tape:
(A) There's a statue of a lion.
(B) 1he line is very straight.
(C) The wine is near the window.
(1)) Ilicre'v a lane near the building.

8
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4. On tape:
Look at the picture marked 4.

On tape:
(A) The brain is protected by bone.
(15) The train is on the track.
ICJ The drain is stopped up.
ID) The rain is coming down.

Part B
These questions approximate the type of dictation exercises used frequently
in English language classes: the student must match a sentence printed in the
test book with a sentence heard on the tape. The questions focus on the rela-
tionship between structure and meaning.

Sample Questions

1. On tape: Tlw class can finish it in less than an hour.

In test book: (A) The classes can't finish in half an hour.
(11) The class won't be finished for an hour.

Tlw classes will take at least an hour.
ID) The class can finish it in less than an hour.

2. On tape: Why aren't they fixing the car?

In test book: (A) Are t hey fixing the car'?
BB I'm fixing the car,
ICJ Why aren't they fixing the car?
(1)) Tlw car has been fixed.

3. On tape: While 1 waiting for my sistershe got the news.

In test book: (A) While I was waiting for my sister, she got the news.
BB im SISII'I 55 as waiting for me. she got the news.

I was ,Naiting for my sister to get the news.
MI I was waiting for my sister when I got the news.

4. On tape: He didn't know how to get to the gym.

In test book: (A) Ile didn't go to the gym.
(11) lie explained how to use the gym.
(C) Ile told us to get to the gym.
ID) lie didn't know how to get to the gym.

5. On tape: Bill has orw brother and one sister, and so does .lane.

In test book: (A) Bill has one brother and one sister, mid so does Jane.
BO Bill has one brother and a sister nampd Jane,
WA Bill and Jane are brother and sister.
Mt Bill's brother and sister like to lw with Jane.

9



Part (7,

For the second type of question, the student refers to a map in the test book
(see page 11). Streets and buildings on the map are labeled, and there are four
cars, marked A, H, C, and D. The student must choose the one car that is the
source of a brief conversation on the recording. The questions in this part
assess a variety of linguistic, cultural, and pragmatic concepts. These include
directions, recognition of building names and associated vocabulary,
distance, and time.

Sample Queations

1. On tape:
(man)

(woman)

(third voice)

2. On tape:
(man)

(woman)

(third voice)

3. On tape:
(woman)

(man)

(third voice)

10

The museum has a special exhibit this week. Why don't we
go?
I'd like to very much. If we continue on Mackerel to the circle
and go around to Salmon, we can park on Cod Lane.
Which car are the people in?

I would like to find the way to the circle. From there, I know
how to get home.
It's not too hard. If we bear right into Bass and then go south
on Salmon, we will end up at the circle.
Which car arc the people in?

The judges are going to hear a very interesting case today.
Let's stop at the courts.
That's a good idea. lll go north at the next intersection and
cross Pike Avenue. We can park in thc lot across the street
frwm the courts.
Which car are the people in?

Ii
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Part D

The questions in this part are based on conversations, recorded by American
high school students, that represent typical secondary school situations. The
conversations take pldce in various parts of a sc hool and deal with events that
typically occur in each location. Conversations also deal with extracurricular
activities, academic subjects, school closings, and hoiidays. For each recorded
question, the student must choose one of four answers printed in the test
book.

Sample questions

1. On tape:
(Bob) I heard that it is supposed to be a very good band. Since the

game starts at 7:30, Nancy, 1 II pick you up at 7.
(Nancy) That's fine. I'll be ready. It takes 15 minutes to get to the

gym, so well have time.
(third voice) At what time will they arrive at the gym?

In test book: (A) 6:45.
(B) 7:00.
IC) 7:15.
(D) 7:30.

For questions 2 and 3:

2. On tape:
(Nancy)

(Jane)

(third voice)

Jane, what are you going to wear to the garrw?
I'm not sure yet. I don't want to have a heavy sweater on at
t're dance. Itll be pretty warm in the gym, I'll probably weu
a light dress, even though the weather outside might not be
so warm.

What is the girl going to wear?

In test book: (A) A heavy sweater.
A heavy coat.

ICI Sonw light skwks.
OA A light dress.

3. On tape: What is the girl's reason .for thi,s decision?

In test book: (A) She expects it tO In' cold outside.
MI She !wets it to he warm inside.
ICI It is pang to snow.
MI It +Al he very windy.

12
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Section 2

The second section of the test is 40 minutes long and measures ability to un-
derstand written English. The questions cover gramma n vocabulary, and read-
ing comprehension. There are three parts to Section 2.

Part A

For each question in this part, the student must much the reaction of one of
four characters in a cartoon with a printed sentence.

Sample Questions

1. All those %vet clothes, The children %%ill want to stay Outside and I'll spend

my time trying to keep them dry.

2. I can hardly wait to make the first snowball. I've been waiting all year to
get back at her.

3. Oh, my aching back. The car will he cm'ered and I'll hiwe to shovel it mit.

4. Isn't it great that school might he closed? Id much rather have fun outside
than slay in school. What better way to spend a snowy day.

5. I'm going to be awfully hungry. I shouldn't have hidden that bone. It
would have been better to Wave it in the house.

Part B

For the questions in this part, the student must match a printed sentence
with one of four drawings. The particular focus of this item type is the use ni

prepositions, pronouns, adverbs, and numlwrs,

BEST COPY MAILABLE
4
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Sample Questions

. One girl is eating ice cream but two aren't.

A

2. The small square is in the upper left corner.

A

3. He is bending over to pick up the box.

A

4. The car almost hit him while he was crossing the street.

A

14
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Part C

This part of Section 2 contains questions of two types In one, the student
must complete passages hy selecting the appropriate words or phrases from
among four choices printed at intervals in the passages.

Sample Passage and questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Sound

like

of

and

very

is something we

in different

a friend,

on a

some

railroad

(A) hears.
(B) healing.
ICJ hear(i.
(D) hear.

It conies to your

like the screech

(A) t!yes
(B) nose
ICJ ears
(1)) mouth

ways. It might be pleasant,

unpleasant,the

a train's

some

voice of

wheels

are soft;

(A) when
nil as
(C) or
MI since

Some sounds are loud.

Sound isare high.

to us liecause

(A) s ation.
(B) track.
ICI light.
Mt conductor.

and some are

it is the basic

(A) full.
Oil low.
ICI quiet.
MI big.

(AI imliortalice
WI importantly

important
(I)) import

means of communication.

In the second type ot question, the student must answer questions about the
passage for which he or she supplied the missing words or phrases.

Sumple Questions

7. What does screech in Ime 3 mean?

(A) noise OD motion ICI place MI piece

15



8. Which of the phrases below is another example of n pleasant sound, 3imi-
lar to the phrase in the sentence that begins in line 2, "like the voice of a

friend"?

(A) Like the ring of an alarm (B) Like the wail of a siren
(C) Like the honk of a horn (D) Like the song of a bird

9. Which sentence below has almost the same meaning as the sentence that
begins in line 5?

(A) It is meaningful to communicate with sound.
(B) The main way we communicate is with sound.
(C) The meaning of sound is basic to communication.
(13) In order to communicate, we need basic sounds.

Part D

In this part of Section 2, the student must read a short literary passage and
answer questions about it.

Sample Passage and Questions

The footsteps began about a quarter past one ('clock in the morning, a
rhythmic, quick-cadenced walking around the dining room table. My
mother was asleep in one room upstairs, my brother Herman in another;
grandfather was in the attic, in the old walnut bed. I had just stepped out
of the bathtub and was busily rubbing myself with a towel when I heard
the steps. They were the steps of a man walking rapidly around the din-
ing room table downstairs.

1. What did the writer hear?

(A) A soldier marching (B) His bcother simring
(C) His mother talking (D) A person walking

2. Where did the sounds ome from?

(A) The attic (BI The dining romn
ICJ The bathroom ID) The stairs

3. kVhat was most of the family doing'?

(A) Listening (B) Working «:1 Bathing (D) Sleeping

4. What was tlw writer doing?

(A) 'Falking to himself (11) Drying himself
ICJ Brushing his hair (D) Getting dressed

16
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5. The bed in the attic was made of which of the following materials?

(A) Metal (B) Wood (C) Feathers (D) Straw

6. What time did the sounds begin?

(A) 12:45 p.m. (11) 1:00 a.m. (C) 1:15 a.m. ID) 1:30 p.m.

Price list

Three forms of the SLEP basic test material package are available for US$110
each. Under this program, the administering institution scores the tests and
retains the test materials; ETS does not providc a scoring service. In addition to
the three SLEP basic test material packages, materials for each form may be
ordered individually.

Basic Test Material Package US$110

Materials included in package:
20 iest books

100 three-ply answer sheets
I cassette recording
1 SLEP Test Manual

Individual Test Materials

Test books (available in packs of 10 only)

1 pack US$40/pack
2 or more packs US$35/pack

Three-ply answer sheets (available in packs of 100 onlyl

1 pack I SS40 :pack
2 or more packs US$35/pack

Cassettes CS$6 each

SLEP Test Afanual Uti$6 each

17



How to Order

Each order for SLEP testing materials must be submitted on a SLEP order form
(on page 10) or on the organization's purchase order signed by an authorized
purchasing agent or school official. Orders must be accompanied by signed
purchase orders or payment.

To ensure prompt and accurate filling and delivery of orders, all information
requested on the order form must be provided. An incomplete or unsigned
order will not be processed and may be returned to the sender.

Mail the completed order form or purchase order to:
Secondary Level English Proficiency Test
Order Service Section, LAY2
P.O. Box 6158
Princeton, NJ 08541-6158
USA

There is no charge for normal shipping within the llnited States and Mexico
and to AP() and FPO addresses. Allow four weeks for processing the order and
delivery of test materials. Extraordinary delivery charges to meet a requested
deadline will be billed to the institution placing the order.

Them is a 20 percent shipping and handling surcharge for all rwerseas
shipments. Please add the shipping and handling fee when prepaying the
order.

Orders will be shipped within two weeks after the order form is received by
the Order Service Section, at Educational Testing Service.

Orders from institutions outside the United States must be prepaid. Ilnclude
the shipping and handling surcharge) Payment must Ix made in LIS dollars by
a bank check drawn on a bank in the United States or an international money
order made payable to the SLEP Prowam. Do not send cash.

SE(;HON 1

SECTION 2

Answer Key for Sample Questions

Part A

1, B
2. A
3. A
4. B

Part A

Part B

1. 1)

2. C
3, A
4. I)

5. A

Part B

Part C Part 1)

1. 11 1. C
2. C 2. I)

3. A 3. B

Part (: Part I)

1. (: 1. C 1. I) 1. I)

2. B 2. C 2. C 2. B
3. A 3. A 3. C 3. D
4. B 4. C. 4. B 4. II

5. I) 5. B 5. B
6. C 6. (;

7. A
8. I)

9. B

18
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SLEPx ORDER FORM

Date Required Delively Date

Bill to:

Attention

Street

City Slate

Ship to:

633-04

School District

Attention

Street

Zip Cade Pomtal Code City, State

Telephone No

Zip Code 'Potaiti Code

Code
Number

Unit of
Issue Test Form 1 Nanthy

Unit Price
See page 17. 'Mal Price

299314 each Basic Test Material Package

299315 pack Test Books (Pack of 101

299327 pack Three-ply Answer Slwets (Pack of 100)

299317 each Cassette fix Listening Comprehension

299335 each SEEP Thst Alarm/

Code
Number

Unit olr
Moue Test Form 2 quantity

Unit Price
See page 17.

299319 each Basic 'fest Material Package

299320 park Test Books (Pack of 101

299328 park Three-ply Answer Sheets (Park of 100)

299322 each Cassette for listening OimpivItimsion

299335 each SEEP Test Manual

Code
NumPer

Unit nf
Issue Test Form 3 t tuantity

Unit Priee
See page 17.

299331 e-ch Basic Test Material Package

681000 park lest Books IPark of 101

299332 park Three-ply Answer Slwels (Pack of 1001

299333 each Cassette for listening Comprehenskiti

299335 each 511.1' Test Alanua/

Subtotal P.
Check enclosed Shipping N. handling surcharge.

overseas orders: add 20 percent IP

111111/mi:wit I n irt.lund, [mine:lit:wiled lbtal Order P.

Purchase order nurnher

Note: Extraordiniuy shipping rharges to meet requested deadline dates %yin be billed.

1990 Educational lesting Seivice ?id



PLEDGE OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND AGREEMENT

We agree to adhere to standard procedures for

1. administering the test as described in the SUP Test Manual, and

2. protecting the security of the test.

Signature of official placing this order

Title

Telephone number Dam

The American Psychological Association (APAI, in its publication Standards lin'
Educational and Psychological Testing , describes the serious responsibilities of
test users in applying standards in test situations:

"Although the test developer and publisher should provide information on
the strengths and weaknesses of the test, the ultimate responsibility for test use
lies with the test user."

Send completed SLEP order form to:

Secondaly Level English Proficiency Test
Order Service Section, LO2

P.O. Box 6158

Princeton, NJ 08541-6158
USA
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